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Abstract

In this paper we present a queueing model for service
availability formulated as a Petri net. We define a metric for
service availability and show how it can be estimated from
the model. Assuming that a failure avoidance mechanism is
present, we analyze the distribution of time-to-failure. Fi-
nally, we show in experiments how service availability de-
pends on queue length, utilization and failure prevention
and how it relates to steady-state system availability.

1. Introduction

Traditionally, system availability has been concerned
with failure and repair of computing systems. Availability
is formally defined as the ratio of the mean time to failure
(MTTF) and the total time, i.e. the sum of MTTF and mean
time to repair (MTTR). An obvious way to improve avail-
ability is to either increase MTTF or reduce MTTR. The
most popular methods for improving availability include
proactive methods such as software rejuvenation [1] which
aims at increasing the time between failures, reactive meth-
ods such as checkpointing [2] which aims at reducing the
repair time as well as the use of spare components [3] and
preventive maintenance in general [4]. The optimal choice
of parameters in reactive as well as proactive methods is of-
ten determined through the analysis of stochastic models.
An overview is given in [5] and the references therein.

With the shift in paradigm from a system’s view to a
services view system availability has become less relevant.
The attention now focuses on the availability of a service
rather than the availability of the system hosting it. The
impact of the traffic model and error recovery mechanisms
on web service availability is studied in [6]. Whether the
service is operational is not the primary concern, more im-
portant is whether requests can be served. Therefore, we
define service availability as the number of served requests
relative to the total number of requests. A user model and

a system model are combined into a service model in [7]
to analyze service availability and its determining factors
through stochastic reward net (SRN) models.

In this paper we model a service as a simple queue-
ing system processing jobs/requests. More specifically, we
model environments with single points of failure and hence
our model incorporates failure and repair. In our experi-
ments we assume the failure distribution to be lognormal,
which has been shown to be a good approximation of time-
to-failure distributions (see, e.g., [8]). We then analyze the
impact of failure prevention techniques on service availabil-
ity. It turns out that a system unavailability of 3.7 · 10−4

translates into a service unavailability of 5.0 · 10−3 which
means that roughly 5 out of 1000 requests fail. We find
that a good failure prediction method, which would succeed
in preventing 80% of all failures, can improve the service
availability by almost 70% such that only 1.5 out of 1000
requests fail.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
present our Petri net model. In Section 3 service availabil-
ity is defined and we show how to determine it from the
model. An appropriate definition of the distribution of time-
to-failure with prevented failures is described in Section 4.
Section 5 illustrates the model analysis and the results ob-
tained from experiments and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. The model

We model a service as a finite queue that processes one
job/request at a time, and that is subject to failures. We
use Petri nets as modeling technique in order to determine
the measures needed to compute service availability. The
model is described in this section while the measures are
introduced in Section 3.

2.1. Assumptions

We assume that the time between two job arrivals follows
an exponential distribution and hence the rate of job arrivals



is characterized by a single parameter arrival time. Once
a job arrives, it is enqueued if there are empty places in the
queue left. If the queue is full, the job is lost. The queue
has capacityK and each queue place is modeled by a token.
Each job in the queue is sequentially processed and the time
needed to complete a job is exponentially distributed and is
determined by parameter service time. We assume that
the server is either up and running or down. In case the
server fails, it looses all jobs currently in the queue. While
it is down, no arriving jobs can be enqueued and are hence
lost until the server is repaired.

Several studies (e.g., [8]) have shown that exponential
distributions are not well-suited for time-to-failure (TTF)
and repair time distributions. In [8], it is also shown that the
distribution of time-to-failure of a commercial telecommu-
nication platform can be approximated best by a lognormal
distribution and hence we also use a lognormal distribution
in the experiments described in Section 5. However, our
model is not restricted to lognormal distributions. Addition-
ally, the distribution of TTF is more complex if a given per-
centage of failures are avoided (see Section 4). We assume
repair times to be uniformly distributed between a lower and
an upper limit.

2.2. Structure of the Model

The Petri net model is shown in Figure 1. It con-
sists of two parts: (a) the queueing model on the left
hand side and (b) the operational state model on the right
hand side. The queueing model consists of the two places
queue places and in queue and exponential transitions
serve and enqueue modeling a finite queue, where each
token represents one place in the queue. Initially, there
are K queue places available. Once a job arrives, it is
enqueued and enters the place in queue following the ex-
ponential distribution determined by arrival time. Since
there is now a token in in queue, the serve transition is
enabled and the duration of the transition is exponentially
distributed determined by service time. Once served, the
token re-enters the place queue places and is available for
the next job to be enqueued. The operational state model on
the right hand side consists of the places up and down and
general transitions fail and repair. Initially, the system
is up and the queueing model operates as described. Upon
failure the fail transition consumes the token from the up
place and all tokens from the place in queue. It deposits a
token in the down place and re-initializes the queue with K
tokens in place queue places. A token in place down acti-
vates the inhibiting arc to the enqueue transition such that
no new jobs can be enqueued.

Figure 1. Petri net model for a single server
with finite queue of capacity K that is subject
to failures.

3. Computing Service Availability

Several definitions for service availability have been pro-
posed in the literature. In this paper, we focus on a straight-
forward definition that is applicable to atomic jobs/requests,
i.e., there are several (many) distinct jobs and each job is ei-
ther considered to be successfully completed or lost. Then,
service availability is simply the ratio of completed to all
jobs:

As =
E [no. of completed jobs]

E [no. of compl. jobs] + E [no. of lost jobs]
(1)

where E [·] denotes the expected value.
The expected values in (1) can be replaced by rates times

a given time interval ∆t. Canceling out ∆t yields

As =
completion rate

completion rate + loss rate
(2)

The task is hence to compute completion rate and loss rate
from the Petri net model.

3.1. Completion Rate

The completion rate is the number of successfully com-
pleted jobs per time unit. If the server would work on jobs
all the time without any interruption, the completion rate
would be 1/service time. However, the server can only com-
plete jobs if there are jobs in the queue, the probability for
this being denoted as P (serve). Translating this into the
Petri net model, P (serve) is equivalent to:

P (serve) = P (]in queue ≥ 1) (3)

where ]in queue denotes the number of tokens in place
in queue.

The completion rate is hence

completion rate =
P (serve)

service time
(4)



As =
P (serve)

P (serve) + ρ
(
P (full) + P (down)

)
+ service time

E[TTF ] E [jobs in queue]
(11)

3.2. Loss Rate

There are three reasons why jobs can be lost in the mod-
eled system:

• An arriving job cannot be enqueued when the queue is
full.

• An arriving job cannot be enqueued while the server is
down.

• When the server fails all jobs that are currently in
queue are lost.

The first two reasons apply to arriving jobs while the third
affects jobs that are already in the queue. Therefore the total
loss rate is the sum of an enqueueing-related loss rate and a
fail-related loss rate.

Enqueueing-related loss rate. The number of jobs that
cannot be enqueued per time unit depends on the number of
jobs that arrive at the system (arrival time) and the prob-
ability that either the queue is full P (full) or the server is
down P (down):

loss rate enqueue =
P (full) + P (down)
arrival time

(5)

In terms of the Petri net P (full) and P (down) relate to the
following expressions:

P (full) = P (]queue places = 0) (6)
P (down) = P (]down > 0) (7)

Fail-related loss rate. The number of jobs per time unit
that are lost due to the occurrence of failures is determined
by the average number of jobs in the queue and the aver-
age rate of failure occurrence, which is the inverse of the
expected TTF. Hence,

loss rate fail =
E [jobs in queue]

E [TTF ]
(8)

The expected number of jobs in the queue is determined by

E [jobs in queue] = E []queue places] (9)

while the expected TTF depends on the fail distribution and
the efficiency of failure prevention mechanisms. Section 4
provides a formula how it can be computed.

3.3. Service Availability

Substituting (4), (5), and (8) into (2) yields the formula
for service availability. It can be simplified by introducing
utilization ρ:

ρ =
service time

arrival time
(10)

which results in (11). It can be seen that service avail-
ability depends not only on ρ but also on the ratio of
service time to E [TTF ]. The probabilities P (serve),
P (full), P (down), and E [jobs in queue] are obtained
from simulating the Petri net, and E [TTF ] is computed
as explained in Section 4.

For reasons of better comparability and plotting of rela-
tive improvements we use service unavailability Us, which
is defined by

Us = 1−As (12)

4. Distribution of Time-to-failure

One contribution of this paper is the analysis of the distri-
bution of TTF under the assumption that some failures can
be avoided. In this section a formula for the distribution is
developed, simulations are shown and some practical issues
are discussed.

4.1. Derivation of the Distribution

We assume a given distribution of TTF, f(t), for the case
when no failure avoidance is present, and we assume that a
given portion p of failures can be avoided by some failure
prevention mechanism. For example, f(t) could be the log-
normal distribution and p could be equal to 0.7 indicating
that an upcoming failure can be avoided in 70% of all cases
(or in other words it really occurs in 30% of cases).

Our analysis is based on the following considerations:
When the first failure is imminent in the system it is pre-
vented with probability p or it occurs with probability (1−
p). Assuming it has been prevented, the system works on
until the next failure is imminent, which again is prevented
with probability p or it occurs with probability (1−p). This
behavior is described by a geometric distribution: The prob-
ability that the n-th potential failure is the first to occur after
n− 1 preventions is given by

P (N = n) = pn−1(1− p) (13)



Figure 2. Probability density of time to failure. Leftmost plot: lognormal distribution f(t) without
prevention. The other plots show f ′(t) for various values of the prevention probability p.

Equation (13) yields the probability that there are exactly
n−1 failure preventions in a row, which affects the distribu-
tion of TTF. Let us first consider the case where exactly one
failure is prevented, and hence the second failure occurs.
Let the random variableX1 denote the time to the first (pre-
vented) failure which is distributed according to f(t). Ad-
ditionally, let X2 be the random variable for the time from
the first to the second failure, which is again distributed ac-
cording to f(t). Hence, the time to failure occurrence is
X1 +X2 and the distribution is given by the convolution of
f(t) with itself, denoted by f(t)2∗.

Finally, the total distribution f ′(t) of the time to the first
occurred failure is the superposition of the cases that either
no failure is prevented, or exactly one failure is prevented,
or two failures are prevented, and so on, yielding

f ′(t) =
∞∑

n=1

pn−1(1− p) f(t)n∗ (14)

This analysis builds on the following assumptions:

• the occurrences of failures are independent and hence
times to the next (potential) failure occurrence are i.i.d.
random variables

• preventing a failure puts the system back into a clean,
fault-free state

• failure prevention does not affect the distribution of
time to (potential) failures.

In order to compute service availability using (11) we
need to determine the expected value of the time to the
next failure E [TTF ]. Due to the additivity of the expected
value, we have

E [TTF ] =
∞∑

n=1

pn−1(1− p)nE [X] =
E [X]
1− p

(15)

since the expected value of the geometric part of the equa-
tion is 1/1−p.

4.2. Simulations of the Distribution Func-
tion

In order to visualize the effect of failure prevention on
the distribution of TTF, we provide four plots in Figure 2:
The leftmost plot shows f(t) which has been chosen to be
a lognormal distribution as in the experiments described in
Section 5. The remaining three plots show the distribution
f ′(t) when failures are prevented with a probability p of 0.3,
0.5, and 0.7. It can be observed from the figure that

• with increasing prevention probability p the distribu-
tion has a longer tail which is also reflected in the in-
creasing mean value as derived in (15)

• the resulting distribution does not resemble any
known simple distribution such as normal, lognormal,
Weibull, etc. From this follows that it seems not appro-
priate to approximate the distribution of TTF by any
simple distribution when failure prevention is in place.

4.3. Practical Issues

In applications, the infinite sum in (14) has to be cut off
at some point:

f ′(t) =
nmax∑
n=1

pn−1(1− p) f(t)n∗ (16)

We chose to determine nmax by specifying the minimum
probability mass to be accounted for. Since f(t) and its
convolutions each are probability distributions nmax only
depends on the geometric distribution. The cumulative of
the geometric distribution is

P (X ≤ n) = 1− pn (17)

From the requirement

1− pnmax ≥ c (18)

where c denotes the minimum required probability mass
(e.g., 0.95), follows that

nmax ≥
log(1− c)

log(p)
(19)



Table 1. Model parameter values used in the
experiments. Times are in hours.

Parameter List of values
K 1, 2, . . ., 25
p 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
service time 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 7.75, 8.0
arrival time 8.0
µ of lognorm f(t) 4320
σ of lognorm f(t) 1.5
repair time distribution uniform( 0.5, 3.0 )

5. Experiments and Results

In order to determine P (full), P (down), P (serve),
and E [jobs in queue] depending on the model parameters
K, p, arrival time, and service time (c.f., Section 2),
we have implemented the model shown in Figure 1 in
TimeNET [9].

The choice of parameter values is geared to a scientific
computing environment where on average a computing job
arrives every eight hours, the server (without prevention)
crashes approximately twice a year, and the repair takes be-
tween half an hour and three hours. The complete set of
values is provided in Table 1 and all combinations of val-
ues have been simulated using TimeNET. From our assump-
tions follows that (steady state) system availability is 0.9996
and hence system unavailability is 1− 0.9996 = 3.7 · 10−4.

Since simulation involves random sampling, there are
some variations in the resulting curves.

5.1. Service Unavailability w/o Prevention

As a first analysis, we plot logarithmic service unavail-
ability as a function of service time and the length of the
queue K where p = 0. Figure 3 shows that if the queue
lengthK is too small, service unavailability is mainly influ-
enced by K. If the queue length increases to a reasonable
level, service unavailability is determined both by K and
service time.

It can be observed from the Figure 3 that, e.g., for
service time = 6.0 and K = 25, service unavailability
is 10−2.3017 ≈ 5.0 · 10−3. This means that approximately
five out of 1000 jobs fail. Note that service unavailability is
about one order of magnitude lower than steady state sys-
tem availability.

5.2. Service Unavailability With Prevention

Figure 4-a shows logarithmic service unavailability as a
function of service time and failure prevention probability

Figure 3. Logarithmic service unavailability
for a server without failure prevention as a
function of K and service time.

p. The queue length has been fixed to K = 25.
The main observation is that the (absolute) effect of fail-

ure prevention is more pronounced for shorter service times
(lower utilization) than for high utilization. The reason for
this is that for service time close to 8.0 (utilization close
to 1.0), the queue is rather full and the dominating reason
for job failures is that arriving jobs cannot be enqueued.
Compared to that, failures are a rare event and their preven-
tion affects service availability only slightly. However, for
shorter service times, the average fill level of the queue be-
comes smaller and enqueueing failures become less likely.
Even though the reduced average number of jobs in the
queue results in less lost jobs in case of a system failure, the
prevention of failures gains more importance. This behavior
can also be observed from Figure 4-b where the relative im-
provement compared to the case without failure prevention
is plotted.

Selecting again the point of service time = 6.0, and
K = 25, prevention of 80% of failures (p = 0.8) results
in a steady-state system unavailability of 7.5 · 10−5 and
service unavailability of 10−2.805 which is approximately
1.57 · 10−3. This means that 1.57 jobs out of 1000 jobs fail,
which corresponds to a reduction in service unavailability
of about 68% in comparison to the case without failure pre-
vention.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have investigated service availability by modeling
a finite queue subject to failures. Such scenario typically
appears in low-budget scientific computing where a failure
causes the entire system to crash due to a lack of fault tol-
erance. One example for such a system is a blade server
without redundancy in power supply, network, or memory.



(a) (b)

Figure 4. Logarithmic service unavailability as function of prevention probability p and service time
for K = 25 (a) and service unavailability relative to p = 0 (b).

We also assessed the effect of failure prevention mecha-
nisms by assuming that a certain percentage of failures can
be avoided.

The main contributions of this paper are (a) derivation of
a formula to compute service availability from system char-
acteristics such as the probability that the server is down,
etc. (b) an analysis of the effect of failure prevention on the
distribution of time-to-failure. The results apply to failure
prevention in general, i.e., they are not specific to the mod-
elled system. Last, but not least, (c) using a Petri-net model,
we conducted experiments showing that service availability
can be an order of magnitude lower than steady-state system
availability. The experiments also showed that the impact of
failure prevention is depending on system utilization: The
lower the utilization, the bigger the impact of failure pre-
vention. Our results suggested that in case of a utilization
of 0.75, preventing 80% of failures reduces unavailability
by almost 70%.

Future work will focus on an extension to multiple
servers, more concrete prevention techniques such as reju-
venation and modeling of other performance metrics such
as throughput.
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